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Lucy Negro, Redux
By Caroline Randall Williams

Ampersand Books. Paperback. Condition: New. 88 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.2in.Part
Savvy Lit Crit, part Blues chart, part hip revenge-femme-lyric, part imagined Interracial Romance
Saga disguised as poems, InLucy Negro, ReduxCaroline Randall Williams plays the literary Race
Card and cuts the whole deck, moving backwards in time in and forward in mind, archeologically
offering a precise and seductive command performance of the hidden temperament of a specific
and beautiful Dark Lady--both used and loved. Williams unearths Lucy by working her own mojo of
intelligent vengeance and a dual aesthetic of inquiry and minimal, tour de force exegesis. Travel
with Williams through the sublime racial moments of famous sonnets to a cultural critique of the
work of Mr. Whiteness Him Bad Bard Self, William Shakespeare. Lucy as radical muse. Lucy as
newly-freed verse news. Move over Othello, no more easy getting ovah, Lucy Negro aka Black Luce
has, double-brilliantly and double inventively, fully arrived on fire! Thomas Sayers Ellis, Co-Founder-Dark Room Collective, Author, Skin, Inc. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
Simply no phrases to spell out. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. I am delighted to inform you that this is actually the
greatest publication i have got read within my very own existence and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Dema r cus Ullr ich
The book is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding if you request me).
-- Da r en Ra ynor II
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